DIOCESAN EDUCATION VISION

As partners in Catholic education and open to God’s presence, we pursue fullness of life for all.

This Charter seeks to define the ROLE, RESPONSIBILITIES and ACCOUNTABILITIES of CEOB in relation to SERVICE, LEADERSHIP and PROFESSIONAL LEARNING PROVISION in the diocese.

OUR ROLE

» to share the Good News of the risen Christ with all who engage in our learning community
» to promote the flourishing of every student
» to promote, enhance and nurture the Catholic identity of all diocesan schools
» to co-operate with the Bishop, governing authorities and principals in the work of school governance
» to work collaboratively with schools in ensuring continuous school improvement

OUR RESPONSIBILITY

» to enact the vision and strategic intents of the Catholic Education Office
» to nurture leaders who genuinely identify with and exercise a distinctive Catholic leadership in bringing about learning and improvement for all within the school community
» to facilitate adult learning that is tailored to individual context and need
» to pursue actively a performance and development culture within our staff and model that culture in our service and leadership

OUR ACCOUNTABILITY

» to allocate and monitor resources to support service provision, professional learning and leadership formation across a range of areas that align with nominated system drivers
» to monitor and advocate for adult and student learning
» to monitor accountability of schools to government and diocesan policy
» to monitor and respond to school and system data